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Answer ALL questions 
PART – A  (10 x 1 = 10 MARKS)

1.	What is the use of ‘man–e’ command?
2.	What does ‘the who’ command do?
3.	What is the command used to change file permissions?
4.	What is the unique feature of awk?
5.	How will you get the ID of a parent process?
6.	What is the use of wait() command
7.	Why should you compile a linux kernel?
8.	What is GNOME?
9.	Name few internet services available with linux.
10.	What is the use of NFS?

PART – B  (5 x 3 = 15 MARKS)
11.	Differentiate internal and external commands.
12.	State the use of grep command.
13.	How can you extract a substring?
14.	State the use of a KDE?
15.	What are the advantages of an apache web server?

PART – C  (5 x 15 = 75 MARKS)
16.	Explain the modes of operations and commands of Vi editor in detail.
(OR)
17.	Explain the unix shell prompt and features provided in it.

18.	Explain the various use of unix filters for managing files.
(OR)
19.	Explain sed and the internal commands used by it.

20.	a.	How can you create a unix process?   	 										 (7)
	b.	Explain the uses of mail command.												 (8)
(OR)
21.	a.	What are the privileges of unix administrator.								   	 (5)
	b.	What are various operations performed on a disk?								(10)

22.	What should you compile into a Linux kernel? 
(OR)
23.	a.	Give the structure of linux files. 												 (5)
	b.	Give the various operations that can be performed on a linux file.					(10)

24.	Explain the support for DNS by LINUX.
(OR)
25.	Explain secure shell in detail.
